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Abstract
Based on an effective field theory of hadrons in which quantum chromody-
namics is assumed to provide the necessary bare cutoff functions, a gauge-
invariant theory of pion photoproduction with fully dressed nucleons is devel-
oped. The formalism provides consistent dynamical descriptions of piN → piN
scattering and γN → piN production mechanisms in terms of nonlinear in-
tegral equations for fully dressed hadrons. Defining electromagnetic currents
via the gauging of hadronic n-point Green’s functions, dynamically detailed
currents for dressed nucleons are introduced. The dressed hadron currents
and the pion photoproduction current are explicitly shown to satisfy gauge
invariance in a self-consistent manner. Approximations are discussed that
make the nonlinear formalism manageable in practice and yet preserve gauge
invariance. This is achieved by recasting the gauge conditions for all con-
tributing interaction currents as continuity equations with “surface” terms
for the individual particle legs coming into or going out of the hadronic in-
teraction region. General procedures are given that approximate any type
of (global) interaction current in a gauge-invariance-preserving manner as a
sum of single-particle “surface” currents. It is argued that these prescriptions
carry over to other reactions, irrespective of the number or type of contribut-
ing hadrons or hadronic systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
While it is generally accepted that quantum chromodynamics (QCD) provides a basic
framework for all reactions involving strongly interacting particles, we still seem to be very
far away from implementing QCD in practical calculations aimed at describing the findings
of experiments from low to intermediate energies of up to a few GeV. Instead, effective field-
theoretical descriptions in terms of purely hadronic degrees of freedom are usually employed,
where QCD is assumed to provide the justification for the parameters or cutoff functions
assumed in the various approaches. Central to our ability to describe experiments in these
effective terms — and, most importantly, central to our ability to tell when this effective
approach would no longer be applicable — is a detailed understanding of the most basic
hadronic interactions, namely the reaction dynamics of nucleons, pions, and photons.
It is the purpose of the present paper to provide a comprehensive theoretical description
of the production of pions due to the interactions of incident photons with nucleons. The
history of such descriptions goes back to the fifties, and indeed many of the (global) basic
relations have been well-known for about forty years (see [1] and, in particular, [2], and
references therein). In recent years, the attention has focused on approaches attempting to
take into account the fact that all hadrons involved in the reaction have an internal structure
[3–9].
The present investigation would like to add to the latter approaches by providing a
detailed theoretical framework for the gauge-invariant interactions of physical — i.e., fully
dressed — hadrons with photons. The description is given in terms of an effective field
theory where the (at present, in detail unknown) quark and gluon degrees of freedom are
parametrized by the bare quantities of the effective Lagrangian. Since many of the most basic
relations governing the interactions of hadrons and photons relate electromagnetic to purely
hadronic entities (the most important example being the Ward-Takahashi identities [1]), it
seems obvious that a comprehensive formulation can only be achieved if the purely hadronic
sector of the problem is treated completely consistently with the subsequent electromagnetic
interaction. Therefore, in order to be able to develop the present description from the ground
up, we will, in Sec. II, provide a recapitulation of the interactions of nucleons and pions that
will form the basis for the ensuing investigations regarding the photoproduction of pions.
The formulation given here for piN → piN is a nonlinear one where the full solution of the
hadronic scattering problem couples back into the driving term of the reaction. Despite the
practical complications entailed by nonlinear piN scattering equations, we feel very strongly
that, from both formal and practical points of view, the nonlinear approach is better suited
to exhibit the true dynamics of the interaction, and as a consequence, if a problem needs to
be treated as a linear one because of practical considerations, starting from the full nonlinear
set of equations usually will suggest an approximation strategy closer to the true underlying
physical mechanisms than starting from linearized assumptions from the very beginning.
The physical currents for all processes contributing to the pion production amplitude are
derived here via their corresponding hadronic n-point Green’s functions. However, instead
of the usual procedure (see, e.g., [5,8]) of employing minimal substitution and a subsequent
functional derivative with respect to the electromagnetic field Aµ, we introduce an equiv-
alent, but practically simpler, mathematical operation called a “gauge derivative” which
allows one to obtain currents directly from the momentum-space versions of the respective
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Green’s functions.1 The technical details of this are explained in the Appendix. Using the
hadronic results of Sec. II as a starting point for the definitions of all relevant n-point Green’s
functions, we arrive in Sec. III at a consistent formulation of the pion photoproduction pro-
cess where all reaction mechanisms are given in terms of fully dressed hadronic propagators
and vertex functions. The electromagnetic current for the physical (i.e., dressed) nucleon,
in particular, contains all contributions from the nucleon’s self-energy. Again, the results
are found to be highly nonlinear and, hence, the proof of gauge invariance of the formalism
can only be one of self-consistency, where we show, in Sec. IV, that assuming the validity
of the Ward-Takahashi identities [1] will provide a gauge-invariant pion photoproduction
amplitude which in turn will allow us to get back the Ward-Takahashi identities for the
dressed hadron currents in a self-consistent manner. In performing this proof, we observe
that the gauge-invariance conditions for all current mechanisms inside of a hadronic interac-
tion region — as opposed to pieces arising from the photon’s interaction with external legs
of the reaction — take the form of continuity equations with “surface” terms. Using the
example of the electromagnetic current associated with the bare vertex as a starting point,
in Sec. V, it is shown in the concluding Sec. VI how one can turn this into a consistent
approximation scheme that allows one to preserve the gauge invariance of the formalism
even if one chooses to linearize the problem by altering appropriately the driving terms for
the underlying piN → piN scattering problem. This approximation scheme is one of the
most important practical results of the present investigation. While, at first glance, some
of the resulting expressions might look similar to Ohta’s [5] way of dealing with extended
nucleons, it will be seen that there are considerable differences in detail which even leads to a
simpler implementation in practice (with, for example, none of the problems pointed out in
Ref. [9]). Moreover, we also argue in Sec. VI that the approximation scheme suggested here
for the piN system can also be used for other reactions irrespective of the type or number
of contributing hadrons.
II. piN DYNAMICS
As explained in the Introduction, the basis of a consistent treatment of the reaction
dynamics of pions, nucleons, and photons is a complete formulation of the purely hadronic
sector of the problem, i.e., piN → piN . To simplify the presentation, we will in the following
only consider pion-nucleon interactions proceeding through the P11 and the P33 channels.
Moreover, the only bound or resonance states taken into account in these channels will be
the nucleon, N , and the delta, ∆, respectively. Also, we will allow for pipi interactions that
give rise to σ and ρ degrees of freedom. Other meson contribution will not be treated here.
We thus keep the reaction dynamics simple enough to be amenable to a concise presentation,
1After completion of the present work, the author became aware of recent e-prints by Kvinikhidze
and Blankleider [10] which suggest that they employ a similar method when gauging hadronic
spectator equations. However, at present, no technical details of their formalism are available.
Therefore, the exact nature of the relation to the gauge-derivative method introduced here remains
to be investigated.
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yet sufficiently detailed to avoid being trivial. However, we emphasize that none of these
restrictions are essential; a more elaborate dynamical picture can easily be obtained following
the lines presented here.
Many, if not most, aspects of the following treatment of hadronic piN dynamics are well
known (see Refs. [11–14] and references therein). Nevertheless, we feel that it is necessary
to recapitulate them here in order to provide a completely consistent background against
which the investigations of Secs. III and IV regarding the gauge invariance of the pion
photoproduction amplitude needs to be seen.
A. The dressed nucleon propagator
Generically, the bare Lagrangian for the nucleon is given by [15]
L = ψ¯B(i∂/−mB)ψB − VB(ψ¯B, ψB) , (1)
where the index B stands for “bare” and VB includes all the interactions relevant for the
nucleon; in general, VB will also contain other fields. We assume here that the bare quantities
have been obtained from QCD, subsuming the quark and gluon degrees of freedom that
cannot be described by purely hadronic dynamics. At the hadronic level, for the nucleon
the only remnants of this procedure are the bare mass, mB, and a bare vertex function for
N → Npi ,
FB(p
′, p) = gB G5 f(p
′, p) , (2)
where gB is the bare coupling constant and G5 the coupling operator. The function f(p
′, p)
— which in practical terms is free input, since the QCD problem has not (yet) been solved
— provides the necessary cutoff to make all integrals convergent. For G5 we are only going
to consider pseudoscalar, G5 = γ5, or pseudovector, G5 = γ5(p/− p/′)/2m, couplings. (Again,
a more general coupling structure can easily be accommodated following the outline given
here.)
Note that the piNN vertex conserves four-momentum and the independent variables
chosen in Eq. (2) are the four-momenta of the incoming and outgoing nucleons, p and p′,
respectively. As we shall see in Sec. V, this will have some bearing on the investigation of
gauge invariance of the pion photoamplitude.
Renormalizing the Lagrangian in the usual way [15] by
mB + δm = m , (3)
ψB
1√
Z
= ψ , (4)
VB(
√
Zψ¯B,
√
ZψB) = V (ψ¯, ψ) , (5)
yields
L = Z ψ¯(i∂/−m)ψ + Zδm ψ¯ψ − V (ψ¯, ψ) . (6)
The inverse of the corresponding momentum-space propagator is then given by
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S−1(p) = (p/−m)Z + Zδm− Σ(p/) , (7)
where the self-energy Σ(p/) is the sum of all hadronic one-particle irreducible loops that can
be constructed with V (ψ, ψ), i.e., Σ(p/) contains all graphs that cannot be factorized by
simply cutting one internal nucleon line. Choosing the renormalization parameters as
Zδm = Σ(m) , (8)
Z = 1 +
dΣ(p/)
dp/
∣∣∣∣∣
p/=m
, (9)
assures that the fully dressed propagator (7) has a pole at the nucleon mass, m, with a unit
residue.
Introducing a bare propagator by
S−10 (p) = (p/−mB)Z = (p/−m)Z + Σ(m) , (10)
i.e.,
S−1(p) = S−10 (p)− Σ(p/) , (11)
the bare and dressed propagators are easily seen to be related by
S(p) = S0(p) + S0(p)Σ(p/) S(p) . (12)
The bare propagator is the one to be associated with the bare vertex of Eq. (2); in the
renormalized scheme the bare s-channel pole term contributing to the T -matrix for piN →
piN arising from the Lagrangian (1) is given as2
V0 = |FB〉 1
p/−mB 〈FB|
= Z |FB〉S0 〈FB|
= |F 〉S0 〈F | , (13)
where the (renormalized) bare vertex is given by, cf. Eq. (2),
F (p′, p) = g0G5 f(p
′, p) , (14)
with g0 =
√
ZgB, in accordance with the renormalized interaction (5). (Note that in keeping
with our simplifying assumptions we do not consider more than one s-channel term per piN
channel.)
The formalism given so far assumes that there exists a pole in the baryon channel at
hand, which applies only to the dressed nucleon in the P11 channel. For the P33 channel,
with the ∆ resonance, the bare vertex (2) and the renormalization conditions (8) and (9)
need to be modified accordingly. The conditions for a resonance, rather than a bound state,
are obtained by replacing the self-energy by its real part and the bound-state mass by the
real part of the resonance position. Also, the spin–1/2 propagator needs to be replaced by
one for spin–3/2. Since it has no direct bearing on the treatment given here, we will not go
into further details.
2Throughout this paper, the bra-ket notation is used as a quick way to see whether one deals with
Npi → N transitions or N → Npi.
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B. The pion
In complete analogy to the preceding nucleon treatment, one may derive a dressed pion
propagator ∆(q) given by [15]
∆−1(q) = (q2 − µ2)Zpi +Π(m2pi) − Π(q2) , (15)
where mpi is the (physical) pion mass, Π(q
2) the pion self-energy, and Zpi the renormalization
of the pion field. However, for the present report, the details of this dressing are not
important; we merely require that Π(q2) be such that the dressed pion propagator allows
for a Ward-Takahashi identity [1,15] in analogy to what will be derived for the nucleon. We
emphasize that this can indeed be achieved quite straightforwardly by applying to the pion
the corresponding steps outlined below for the nucleon. For all practical purposes, we may
even replace ∆ by the bare pion propagator ∆0,
∆−1(q) → ∆−10 (q) = q2 −m2pi , (16)
without changing any of the findings reported here.
C. piN scattering
In a graphical picture, for each of the two channels considered here for piN scattering,
there will be infinitely many graphs contributing to each T -matrix arising from the nu-
cleon Lagrangian (1) and its delta counterpart. Summing up subclasses of graphs at the
piN -reducible level produces graphs that can be classified as to how many separate graph
fragments one obtains by cutting across a pair of fully dressed pi and N propagators. De-
noting the pair of piN propagators formally by G0,
G0(P ) = S(p) ◦∆(q) , (17)
where ◦ denotes the convolution3 of the propagators with fixed total four-momentum P =
p+ q, generically each of these summed-up graphs can thus be written as
graph = AG0BG0C...G0D . (18)
where none of the piN -irreducible pieces A,B,C,D, etc. can be written in a similar way.
Denoting the sum of all of these pieces by U , adding to it the one-particle reducible bare
s-channel term V0 of Eq. (13) and denoting the result by V , i.e.,
V = V0 + U
= |F 〉S0 〈F |+ U , (19)
3By convolution, we mean that dynamically the pion and nucleon propagators ∆(q) and S(p) are
independent, except for the fact that they share a conserved total four-momentum P = p+ q. In
loops every convolution is associated with an integration i
∫
d4q.
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generically both reactions then are formally given by
T = V + V G0V + V G0V G0V + ...
= V + V G0T . (20)
The Bethe–Salpeter [16] integral equations thus derived for the nucleon and delta channels
are coupled via their respective driving terms V . Denoting the T -matrices by TN and T∆,
with driving terms VN and V∆, one has
TN = VN [T∆] + VN [T∆]G0TN ,
T∆ = V∆[TN ] + V∆[TN ]G0T∆ , (21)
where V [T ] denotes the functional dependence.
The effect of the bare, one-particle reducible pole-term V0 on the T -matrix is easily seen
by defining an auxiliary entity by a Bethe–Salpeter equation with V0 removed,
X = U + UG0X , (22)
and applying the well-known two-potential formula [17] to Eq. (20) using (19) and (22).
This produces
T = (1 +XG0) |F 〉 1
S−10 − 〈F | (G0 +G0XG0) |F 〉
〈F | (G0X + 1) +X (23)
or
T = |Γ〉S 〈Γ|+X ; (24)
in other words, the T -matrix has been split into its pole contribution and a nonpolar piece
described by X . The self-energy of the dressed propagator S, formally given by Eq. (11),
has been obtained here as
Σ = 〈F | (G0 +G0XG0) |F 〉 = 〈F |G0 |Γ〉 = 〈Γ|G 0 |F 〉 , (25)
where
|Γ〉 = (1 +XG0) |F 〉 = |F 〉+ UG0 |Γ〉 (26)
defines the dressed vertex function. In view of the unit residue of S, we may assume
here without loss of generality that Γ is already properly normalized, i.e., that the coupling
constant associated with the dressed vertex is the physical piNN vertex constant; in practical
terms this is achieved by choosing the bare coupling g0 accordingly.
Obviously only the present procedure lends substance to the formal dressing discussed in
Sec. II.A. The summary of the relevant equations in Fig. 1 also shows that the formulation
in terms of dressed hadrons leads to a nonlinear system of equations where — ignoring pion
dressing for simplicity — Eqs. (12), (22), and (26) feed into each other in a very complex
manner. Solving this set of nonlinear equations presents a formidable task in practical
terms. Perhaps it is for this reason that nonlinear formulations of the pion-nucleon problem
are often avoided. However, the piN scattering problem is nonlinear. We therefore would like
to advocate that substantial insights can be gained from first formulating the problem in its
full complexity and then implementing approximations that make the problem manageable,
instead of linearizing the problem from the very beginning. The relative simplicity of the
gauge-invariance investigation of Sec. IV might be taken as a case in point for this view.
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X= +
T X= +
X X= +U U
= +
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
FIG. 1. Summary of coupled, nonlinear equations for piN → piN : (a) Dressed vertex, Eq. (26);
(b) dressed propagator, Eq. (12); (c) nonpolar amplitude X, Eq. (22); (d) full T -matrix, Eq. (24).
Open circles (without descriptive letters) denote bare quantities, whereas solid circles depict the
respective fully dressed ones.
D. The nonpolar driving term
By construction, the nonpolar driving term U is two-particle irreducible; in other words,
every internal cut across an entire diagram must necessarily cut across at least three particle
lines. Moreover, as seen from Eqs. (12) and (26), the complete dressings of propagators and
vertices happen at the one- and two-particle reducible levels, respectively. Therefore, since
U is at most three-particle reducible, without loss of generality all contributions to U can
be taken as being constructed in terms of fully dressed propagators and vertices.
Some of the lowest-order contributions thus are readily seen to be given by
UN = 〈ΓN |SN |ΓN 〉+BN + ...
U∆ = 〈Γ∆|S∆ |Γ∆〉+B∆ + ... (27)
with both channels having similar box-type contributions BN and B∆, i.e.,
B = 〈ΓN |
(
SNXNSN
)
◦∆ |ΓN〉
+ 〈ΓN |
(
∆Tpipi∆
)
◦ SN |ΓN〉
+ 〈Γ∆|
(
∆Tpipi∆
)
◦ S∆ |Γ∆〉
+ 〈ΓN |
(
SNT∆SN
)
◦∆ |ΓN〉 , (28)
with the differences between BN and B∆ being due to their total spin and isospin values. ΓN
and Γ∆ here are the dressed vertices for piNN and piN∆, respectively. Figure 2 depicts this
structure. The respective first terms 〈Γ|S |Γ〉 here are the u-channel counterparts of the pole
terms |Γ〉S 〈Γ| of Eq. (24). The bar over S signifies that S in the context of 〈Γ|S |Γ〉 describes
8
=U +
+ ...
v
X
v
∆
+
v
pi
+
FIG. 2. Some of the lowest-order contributions for the driving term U of the nonpolar ampli-
tude X of Fig. 1(c). First graph on right-hand side is the u-channel crossed counterpart of the
s-channel graph of Fig. 1(d). The other three box graphs depict intermediate scattering processes
of the nonpolar P11 piN amplitude X dressed by a pion, of the pipi amplitude dressed by a baryon
(which subsumes both nucleon and delta), and of the full P33 piN amplitude with pion dressing,
respectively. All vertices and propagators here are fully dressed.
a baryon exchange across vertices and not a loop-type matrix element (cf. first graph on the
right-hand side of Fig. 2). Furthermore, U contains several box graphs where intermediate
two-particle scattering is dressed by a third particle: the two terms 〈Γ|
(
∆Tpipi∆
)
◦ S |Γ〉
describe pipi scattering dressed by a nucleon and a delta; again, the pion exchange (see Fig.
2) is indicated by the bar over the pion propagator ∆. Intermediate piN scattering proceeds
through both P11, 〈ΓN |
(
SNXNSN
)
◦ ∆ |ΓN〉 , and P33, 〈ΓN |
(
SNT∆SN
)
◦ ∆ |ΓN〉. For
the P11 nucleon channel, however, the scattering involves only the nonpolar contribution
XN since the pole term provides a piN -reducible intermediate state, i.e., this contribution
is generated through an iteration of the u-channel crossed diagram. In keeping with the
simplifying assumptions made here, we have omitted intermediate scattering processes like
piN → pi∆, pi∆ → pi∆, etc., and dressings by other mesons. However, there should be no
problem in writing down the corresponding contributions following the procedure outlined
here.
The driving term U of the nonpolar amplitude X is seen here to depend not just on the
T -matrix of the respective other channel, the way it was written in Eq. (21), but also on the
complete solution of its own channel, i.e., generically one can write Eq. (22) as
X = U [X ] + U [X ]G0X . (29)
Without going into any details here, we would like to submit that this nonlinear structure
is of immediate practical consequence in that some of the resonances usually considered as
being independent actually originate from dressed pole contributions of the intermediate Tpipi
and/or T∆ amplitudes.
III. THE PION PHOTOPRODUCTION AMPLITUDE
In this Section, we will introduce a current for the dressed nucleon and the corresponding
pion-production current. In doing so, we will define an exchange current, describing electro-
magnetic interactions during hadronic exchange processes. The latter will be contributing
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to an all-encompassing interaction current for the photon’s action within the hadronic in-
teraction region.
A. The current of the dressed nucleon
In a simplified picture, ignoring angular-momentum effects, the primary dynamical
change brought about by a photon entering a hadronic system is that it deposits its four-
momentum k into a charged constituent of the system thus changing the latter’s momentum
from p→ p+k. At its most elementary level this is the dynamical basis for the usual minimal
substitution rule which in practical terms is often paraphrased as “attach a photon to every
momentum-dependent piece of a hadronic graph.” In the Appendix, we define an operation,
called the “gauge derivative,” that is similar in its effect to a functional derivative δ/δAµ,
which allows one to formalize this procedure in a very simple manner and derive current
operators from hadronic n-point Green’s functions.
According to Eq. (A15) of the Appendix, the current of a nucleon is given by
Jµ(p′, p) = {S−1(p)}µ , (30)
where {...}µ is the gauge derivative defined in the Appendix, and k = p′ − p is the momen-
tum of the incoming photon. Using the rules of the Appendix, we then find (omitting all
momentum dependence for notational clarity)
Jµ =
{
S−10 − 〈F |G0 |Γ〉
}µ
= QNZγ
µ + 〈F µ|G0 |Γ〉+ 〈F |G0gµG0 |Γ〉+ 〈F |G0 |Γµ〉 (31)
where F µ = −{F}µ, G0gµG0 = −{G0}µ, and Γµ = −{Γ}µ result from attaching a photon
to the bare vertex, the two constituents of the piN pair-propagator, and the dressed vertex,
respectively; see the Appendix for the corresponding definitions and other technical details.
Using Eq. (26), one finds for the dressed vertex,
|Γµ〉 = |F µ〉+ UµG0 |Γ〉+ UG0gµG0 |Γ〉+ UG0 |Γµ〉
= (1 +XG0) [ |F µ〉+ gµG0 |Γ〉+ UµG0 |Γ〉 ]− gµG0 |Γ〉
= (1 +XG0) |bµ〉 − gµG0 |Γ〉
= |mµ〉 − gµG0 |Γ〉 (32)
where the exchange current Uµ = −{U}µ arises from the photon’s interactions within the
driving term U (see subsection III.B for details) and
|bµ〉 = |F µ〉+ gµG0 |Γ〉+ UµG0 |Γ〉 , (33)
|mµ〉 = (1 +XG0) |bµ〉 = |bµ〉+ UG0 |mµ〉 (34)
were used as abbreviations. Note that the quantity mµ appearing here has the same integral-
equation kernel as the nonpolar hadronic amplitude X of Eq. (22). Its relation to the full
photoproduction amplitude Mµ [see Eq. (A19) of the Appendix and (42) below] will be seen
= + + (b)b
= + + (c)m
= + +
+ +
= + +
(d)
U+ ++
(a)
FIG. 3. Various equivalent representations of the fully dressed electromagnetic current for the
nucleon: (a) Eq. (31); (b)-(d) correspond to the last three equalities of Eq. (35). Open circles
depict bare and solid ones fully dressed quantities. See also Figs. 4 and 6(a).
to be on par with the relation (24) of X to the full T , and it will be referred to as the
nonpolar photoproduction amplitude.
We can write now several alternative expressions for the dressed current (31):
Jµ = jµ0 + 〈F µ|G0 |Γ〉+ 〈F | (G0 +G0XG0) |bµ〉
= jµ0 + 〈F µ|G0 |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|G0 |bµ〉
= jµ0 + 〈F µ|G0 |Γ〉+ 〈F |G0 |mµ〉
= jµ0 + 〈F µ|G0 |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|G0 |F µ〉+ 〈Γ|G0gµG0 |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|G0UµG0 |Γ〉 , (35)
with jµ0 = QNZγ
µ being the bare current.4 A structurally similar result can be obtained
from the work of van Antwerpen and Afnan [8] upon combining their equations (5.11) and
(5.15) (see also discussion in Sec. VI).
Figure 3 summarizes the various mechanisms of Eqs. (31) and (35); Fig. 4 shows Eq.
(34) and its driving term (33) and Fig. 5 depicts the interaction current Γµ of the dressed
vertex, Eq. (32). As can be read off these graphs, the description of the dressed nucleon
4Z appears here because we choose to work with properly normalized vertices [cf. remarks after
Eq. (26)]. Z could be absorbed into the vertices at the expense of having to multiply the final
result by
√
Z for every external nucleon leg. For vanishing interaction U or for vanishing photon
momentum, Jµ just becomes QNγ
µ, of course.
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(a)
= + + + Ub
(b)
m = +b X b
U m= +b
FIG. 4. (a) Born term of pion photoproduction amplitude, Eq. (33). (b) Auxiliary nonpolar
amplitude, Eq. (34).
=
M= - - -
++ U X b (a)
(b)
FIG. 5. Interaction current Γµ: (a) Definition, Eq. (32), and (b) relation to full pion photopro-
duction amplitude Mµ, Eq. (43).
current given here is nonlinear, similar to what was found already for the hadronic sector in
Sec. II.
B. The exchange current Uµ
In order to exhibit the structure of the exchange current, for simplicity we concentrate
only on the first two terms of Eqs. (27) and (28) for the nucleon,
Uµ = −{UN}µ = −{〈ΓN | S¯ |ΓN〉+ 〈ΓN |
(
S¯XS¯
)
◦∆ |ΓN〉+ ...}µ . (36)
In the following we suppress the index N . We find
Uµ = Uµ0 + U
µ
1 + ... (37)
with
Uµ0 = 〈Γµ|S |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|SJµS |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|S |Γµ〉 (38)
originating from the first graph in Fig. 2 and
12
vX
v
X
=U + +
v
v
+ + +
v
X
v
X
+ ...+ + +
v
X
v
X
X = 1X +1 X+ U
X X ++ X X
(a)
(b)
FIG. 6. (a) Exchange current Uµ, Eq. (36), and (b) current Xµ, Eq. (40), associated with the
photon attaching itself inside the hadronic interaction region described by the nonpolar amplitude
X.
Uµ1 = 〈Γµ|
(
SX S
)
◦∆ |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|
(
S X S
)
◦∆ |Γµ〉+ 〈Γ|
(
SJµS X S
)
◦∆ |Γ〉
+ 〈Γ|
(
S X S
)
◦ (∆Jµpi∆) |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|
(
S XµS
)
◦∆ |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|
(
S X SJµS
)
◦∆ |Γ〉 (39)
from the second; the overbar again signifies exchanged hadrons. Xµ is given by
Xµ = −{X}µ = (1 +XG0)Uµ(G0X + 1) +XG0gµG0X , (40)
as can be found from the gauge derivative of Eq. (22). (The same result was obtained in Eq.
(5.8) of [8].) These equations are summarized graphically in Fig. 6. In general, every vertex,
every internal propagator, and every transition amplitude generates a separate contribution
to the exchange current. Therefore, there are three contributions to Uµ0 and six for U
µ
1 .
As we shall discuss below in the context of gauge invariance, when making approximations
mandated by practical considerations, one may omit entire pieces from the exchange current
Uµ without violating gauge invariance, as long as one keeps together all pieces originating
from the same hadron graph. For example, omitting Uµ1 in its entirety would not violate
gauge invariance, but neglecting just one or two pieces in general would.
C. The pion production current
The current Mµ(k; p′, p) for a photon of momentum k hitting a nucleon of initial mo-
mentum p to produce a pion with momentum q = p + k − p′, leaving behind the nucleon
with momentum p′, according to Eq. (A19) of the Appendix, is given by
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FIG. 7. (a) Alternative Born term Bµ, Eq. (45), for the full pion photoproduction amplitude
Mµ if the piN final-state interaction is described by the full T instead of by the nonpolar X; (b)
shows the resulting two, completely equivalent describtions ofMµ, Eqs. (44) and (42) [see also Fig.
4(b)].
Mµ(k; p′, p) = −S−1(p′)∆−1(p− p′ + k) {S(p′)∆(p− p′)Γ(p′, p)S(p)}µS−1(p)
= −Γ(p′, p+ k){S(p)}µ S−1(p)
−∆−1(p− p′ + k){∆(p− p′)}µΓ(p′, p)
−S−1(p′){S(p′ − k)}µ Γ(p′ − k, p)
−{Γ(p′, p)}µ . (41)
In a more concise notation which suppresses the momenta, the preceding equation can be
written as
|Mµ〉 = −G−10 {G0 |Γ〉S}µ S−1
= gµG0 |Γ〉+ |Γµ〉+ |Γ〉 S Jµ
= |Γ〉 S Jµ + (1 +XG0) |bµ〉
= |Γ〉 S Jµ + |mµ〉 , (42)
where use was made of Eqs. (32)-(34) to simplify the result. The only difference, therefore,
of the full current Mµ and the nonpolar current mµ of Eq. (34) is the pole term |Γ〉 S Jµ,
where the reaction proceeds through an intermediary nucleon propagator (see Fig. 7).
The vertex current proper, i.e., that piece of the production amplitude where the photon
attaches itself within the hadronic interaction region, and not to anyone of the three legs of
the piNN vertex, which is described by Γµ of Eq. (32), is then given by
|Γµ〉 = |Mµ〉 − gµG0 |Γ〉 − |Γ〉 S Jµ . (43)
This well-known result [2,6,8] is sometimes referred to as a “contact term.” In view of its rich
internal dynamical structure exhibited in Fig. 5, we prefer to call it an interaction current.
Indeed, at the level of fully dressed, physical particles, it is the only term that contains any
final-state interaction between pions and nucleons.
As an addendum to the last remark, we mention that the fully dressed pole term |Γ〉 S Jµ
may be viewed as coming about through the final-state interaction mediated by the full T ,
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of Eq. (20), rather than by the nonpolar X , as in Eq. (34). To this end, we mention without
derivation that, instead of via mµ, as in (42), Mµ can be obtained directly as
|Mµ〉 = |Bµ〉+ TG0 |Bµ〉 , (44)
where the modified Born term Bµ is now
|Bµ〉 = |F 〉S0Jµ0 + |F 〉S0 〈F µ|G0 |Γ〉+ |bµ〉 , (45)
in other words, as compared to bµ of Eq. (33), it contains explicit bare hadronic vertices
and propagators. It is the final-state interaction in T which produces the direct dressed
pole term |Γ〉 S Jµ and reduces the remaining final-state interaction to one via X . These
relations are also depicted in Fig. 7.
IV. GAUGE INVARIANCE
The gauge invariance of the electromagnetic interaction requires [15] that the divergencies
of all physical currents vanish if all external hadrons are on their respective mass shells. In
technical terms, this applies to all currents that are based on the reduction of an n-point
Green’s function (see Appendix), i.e., to the pion current Jµpi , the nucleon current J
µ and
the production current Mµ:
kµJ
µ
pi (q + k, q) = 0 , (46a)
kµJ
µ(p+ k, p) = 0 , (46b)
kµM
µ(k; p′, p) = 0 , (46c)
It does not apply, for example, to the exchange current Uµ and the interaction current Γµ
since they do not involve electromagnetic interactions with external legs and therefore are
not directly observable. For these currents different gauge conditions apply, as discussed
below.
The key here are the Ward-Takahashi identities [1] for the off-shell propagators,
kµJ
µ
pi (q
′, q) = ∆−1(q′)Qpi −Qpi∆−1(q) , (47a)
kµJ
µ(p′, p) = S−1(p′)QN −QNS−1(p) , (47b)
where
Qpi,ij = ieεi3j , (48)
QN =
e
2
(1 + τ3) , (49)
are the respective charge operators. Note that the placement of the charge operators in Eqs.
(47) is mindful of the fact that for dressed particles, the self-energies within the propagators
carry isospin dependence and therefore do not commute a priori with the charge operators.
One may argue, of course, that this subtlety is largely academic since the Ward-Takahashi
identity is a statement about charge conservation and therefore immediately implies [Σ, Q] =
0. Nevertheless, since in the present formulation the placements of the charge operators will
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carry the additional information where, and to which particle, the photon momentum is fed
into the equations, we will strictly apply the Ward-Takahashi identities in the form given
here.
Taking the divergence of the production current Mµ given by Eq. (42) and assuming the
validity of the Ward-Takahashi identities readily gives [2,8]
kµ
∣∣∣Mµp+k,pτ〉 = ∆−1(p− p′ + k)Q̂pi∆(p− p′) |Γpτ〉 + S−1(p′)Q̂NS(p′ − k) |Γpτ〉
− |Γp+kτ〉S(p+ k)Q̂NS−1(p)
+kµ
∣∣∣Γµp+k,pτ〉+ |Γp+kτ〉 Q̂N − Q̂pi |Γpτ〉 − Q̂N |Γpτ〉 , (50)
where the momentum indices exhibit the total available hadronic momentum and p′ is the
momentum of the final nucleon. Entities carrying a photon index µ have two indices since
the hadron momentum available after the electromagnetic interaction is increased by the
photon’s momentum k. We have also now explicitly included the symbol τ in the kets as
a mnemonic that there is an isospin index associated with each vertex and to remind us
that one cannot simply commute charge operators with vertices. From the context it will
be clear how to choose this index.
In the notation adopted in (50) the meaning of the charge operator Qx of particle x has
now been expanded: In addition to performing the usual charge operation Qx, Q̂x adds a
photon momentum k to the charged particle x at the corresponding place in the equations,
e.g., Q̂pi∆(p−p′) |Γpτ〉 means that for all subsequent interactions the pion coming out of the
vertex with momentum p− p′ will have momentum p− p′ + k. With all external momenta
fixed, the placement and particle index of Qx allows one to unambiguously determine all
internal momenta (except for loop integrations, of course) at every stage of the reaction.
For example, in |Γp+kτ〉 Q̂N , we could drop the total-momentum index p + k since the rule
tells us that Q̂N will add a photon momentum k to the incoming momentum p to provide an
initial nucleon momentum p+ k for the vertex |Γτ〉 . This short-hand notation will turn out
to be extremely useful in keeping the following expressions as concise as possible without
becoming sketchy.
Since the first three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (50) vanish on-shell, the current
conservation is tantamount to the well-known [2,8] condition
kµ
∣∣∣Γµp+k,pτ〉 + |Γp+kτ〉 Q̂N − Q̂pi |Γpτ〉 − Q̂N |Γpτ〉 = 0 (51)
for the interaction current Γµ. Note that the form of this condition is similar to a continuity
equation with a surface term,
kµΓ
µ +∆kRΓ = 0 , (52)
where the “surface term”
∆kRΓ = |Γp+kτ〉 Q̂N − Q̂pi |Γpτ〉 − Q̂N |Γpτ〉 (53)
measures the sum of all changes in the internal reaction dynamics brought about when a
photon momentum k is transmitted through the hadronic system from an incoming charged
particle to an outgoing charged particle; of course, within the interaction region k can be
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FIG. 8. Generic representation of the photonic reaction change [cf. Eq. (97)]. R is an arbi-
trary hadronic reaction mechanism where all incoming and outgoing uncharged particles have been
subsumed in the upper lines and all incoming and outgoing charged particles in the lower, thicker
lines. The first graph on the left sums up all contributions where the photon is attached to an
incoming particle whereas the one on the right depicts the sum of all contributions from the photon
being attached to an outgoing particle. The photonic reaction change is the difference between
the purely hadronic contributions enclosed in the dashed boxes; it measures the change brought
about in the hadronic reaction when a photon momentum is transmitted through the hadronic
interaction region entering and leaving via charged particles.
shared with any particle, charged or uncharged. This quantity is illustrated in Fig. 8 for a
somewhat more general case. For brevity, we will refer to ∆kRΓ as the (purely hadronic)
photonic reaction change or simply reaction change. As will be shown presently, continuity
equations similar to (52), with ∆kR’s exactly analogous to Eq. (53), govern all aspects of
the interaction of photons with hadrons.
In the following, we will prove gauge invariance of the formalism developed here by
showing that the Ward-Takahashi identity (47b) and the continuity equation (51) hold true.
In view of the nonlinearities of the present equations, a direct proof does not seem possible
and the proof will be one of self-consistency. In other words, we first show that assuming the
validity of the Ward-Takahashi identities leads to the continuity equation for the interaction
current and then, second, proceed that we can verify the self-consistency of the assumption
by deriving (47b) using the details of Jµ given by Eq. (31).
A. The gauge condition for the interaction current
With Eq. (32) the divergence of the interaction current Γµ is written as
kµ |Γµ〉 = kµ (|F µ〉+ UµG0 |Γ〉+XG0 |bµ〉) . (54)
In a more detailed notation, where isospin and the dependence on the corresponding total
hadron momenta is shown, we have
kµ
∣∣∣Γµp+k,pτ〉 = kµ (∣∣∣F µp+k,pτ〉 + Uµp+k,pG0,p |Γpτ〉+Xp+kG0,p+k ∣∣∣bµp+k,pτ〉) . (55)
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Now, as a first step, let us define
U˜ = kµU
µ
p+k,p + Up+kQ̂pi + Up+kQ̂N − Q̂piUp − Q̂NUp . (56)
The right-hand side here is seen to be constructed in exact analogy to the left-hand side of
the continuity equation (51) with
∆kRU = Up+kQ̂pi + Up+kQ̂N − Q̂piUp − Q̂NUp (57)
being the corresponding photonic reaction change. We conjecture, therefore, that (56) is
indeed a continuity equation and that
U˜ = 0 ; (58)
hence,
kµU
µ
p+k,p +∆kRU = 0 . (59)
In the subsection IV.B, we will show that this conjecture is indeed valid.
Using
Q̂xUG0 |Γτ〉 = Q̂x |Γτ〉 − Q̂x |Fτ〉 , (60)
we then have for (55),
kµ
∣∣∣Γµp+k,pτ〉 = kµ ∣∣∣F µp+k,pτ〉− Q̂pi |Fpτ〉 − Q̂N |Fpτ〉
+Q̂pi |Γpτ〉+ Q̂N |Γpτ〉
−
(
Up+kQ̂pi + Up+kQ̂N
)
G0,p |Γpτ〉
+Xp+kG0,p+kkµ
∣∣∣bµp+k,pτ〉 . (61)
To simplify this further, let us look at kµb
µ, using Eqs. (33) and (59) and the Ward-Takahashi
identities (47),
kµ
∣∣∣bµp+k,pτ〉 = kµ ∣∣∣F µp+k,pτ〉 − Q̂pi |Fpτ〉 − Q̂N |Fpτ〉 + Q̂pi |Γpτ〉+ Q̂N |Γpτ〉
+
[
∆−1(p− p′ + k)Q̂pi − Q̂pi∆−1(p− p′)
]
∆(p− p′) |Γpτ〉
+
[
S−1(p′ + k)Q̂N − Q̂NS−1(p′)
]
S(p′) |Γpτ〉
−
(
Up+kQ̂pi + Up+kQ̂N
)
G0,p |Γpτ〉
= kµ
∣∣∣F µp+k,pτ〉 − Q̂pi |Fpτ〉 − Q̂N |Fpτ〉
+∆−1(p− p′ + k)Q̂pi∆(p− p′) |Γpτ〉
+S−1(p′ + k)Q̂NS(p
′) |Γpτ〉
−
(
Up+kQ̂pi + Up+kQ̂N
)
G0,p |Γpτ〉 , (62)
where p′ is the momentum of the outgoing nucleon.
Introducing now a continuity-equation term in analogy to (56),
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∣∣∣F˜〉 = kµ ∣∣∣F µp+k,pτ〉 + |Fp+kτ〉 Q̂N − Q̂pi |Fpτ〉 − Q̂N |Fpτ〉 , (63)
and collecting all partial results, Eq. (61) becomes
kµ
∣∣∣Γµp+k,pτ〉 = ∣∣∣F˜〉+Xp+kG0,p+k ∣∣∣F˜〉
+Q̂pi |Γpτ〉+ Q̂N |Γpτ〉
− |Fp+kτ〉 Q̂N −Xp+kG0,p+k |Fp+kτ〉 Q̂N
−
(
Up+kQ̂pi + Up+kQ̂N
)
G0,p |Γpτ〉
+
(
Xp+kQ̂pi +Xp+kQ̂N
)
G0,p |Γpτ〉
−
(
Xp+kG0,p+kUp+kQ̂pi +Xp+kG0,p+kUp+kQ̂N
)
G0,p |Γpτ〉 , (64)
where the last three terms cancel and one finally obtains
kµ
∣∣∣Γµp+k,pτ〉+ |Γp+kτ〉 Q̂N − Q̂pi |Γpτ〉 − Q̂N |Γpτ〉 = (1 +Xp+kG0,p+k) ∣∣∣F˜〉 . (65)
We thus find that a sufficient condition for the validity of the continuity equation (51) is
that F˜ = 0, in other words, that (63) become a proper continuity equation itself.
At this stage, in view of its ambiguity in an effective field theory based on hadronic
degrees of freedom only, i.e., without any reaction-dynamical basis for discerning mechanisms
that contribute to the bare contact current F µ, we may simple demand that F µ be such
that ∣∣∣F˜〉 = 0 . (66)
It then follows that the interaction current satisfies the continuity equation (51) and hence
the divergence of the production current,
kµ
∣∣∣Mµp+k,pτ〉 = ∆−1(p− p′ + k)Q̂pi∆(p− p′) |Γpτ〉 + S−1(p′)Q̂NS(p′ − k) |Γpτ〉
− |Γp+kτ〉S(p+ k)Q̂NS−1(p) , (67)
vanishes on-shell, thus making Mµ gauge invariant.
In Sec. V, a physical justification for the requirement (66) will be given.
B. The gauge condition for the exchange current
We need to verify now that the gauge condition (58) is indeed satisfied for Uµ. In order to
do so, we will make liberal use of the facility offered by the Q̂x notation to keep track of where
a photon momentum needs to be injected into the equation. Note that the Ward-Takahashi
identities (47) can be written as simple commutators,
kµSJ
µS = Q̂NS − SQ̂N , (68a)
kµ∆J
µ
pi∆ = Q̂pi∆−∆Q̂pi , (68b)
without any need for momentum arguments. Similarly, we have for the continuity equation
(51),
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kµ |Γµτ〉 = (Q̂pif + Q̂Nf ) |Γτ〉 − |Γτ〉 Q̂Ni , (69)
where the indices i and f refer to initial and final, respectively. With external momenta
fixed, these short-hand versions allow one to determine every momentum unambiguously.
With this notation, what needs to be proved now is [cf. Eq. (59)]
kµU
µ + U(Q̂Ni + Q̂pii)− (Q̂Nf + Q̂pif )U = 0 . (70)
To this end, we first consider the three terms of Uµ0 of Eq. (38), making use of the commutator
notation just presented and consulting Fig. 6(a):
kµU
µ
0 = kµ
(
〈Γµ|S |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|SJµS |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|S |Γµ〉
)
=
[
Q̂Nf 〈Γ| − 〈Γ| (Q̂N + Q̂pii)
]
S |Γ〉
+ 〈Γ|
(
Q̂NS − SQ̂N
)
|Γ〉+ 〈Γ|S
[
(Q̂N + Q̂pif ) |Γ〉 − |Γ〉 Q̂Ni
]
= Q̂Nf 〈Γ|S |Γ〉 − 〈Γ| Q̂NS |Γ〉 − 〈Γ| Q̂piiS |Γ〉 − 〈Γ|SQ̂N |Γ〉
+ 〈Γ| Q̂NS |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|SQ̂N |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|SQ̂pif |Γ〉 − 〈Γ|S |Γ〉 Q̂Ni
= (Q̂Nf + Q̂pif ) 〈Γ|S |Γ〉 − 〈Γ|S |Γ〉 (Q̂Ni + Q̂pii)
= (Q̂Nf + Q̂pif )U0 − U0(Q̂Ni + Q̂pii) (71)
which is the desired result (Q̂N here is the charge operator of the exchanged nucleon). U0
by itself, therefore, satisfies already the continuity equation.
The key for calculating the divergence of Uµ1 is the divergence of X
µ of Eq. (40) since
this is the only new piece [see also Fig. 6(b)] required in the calculation of kµU
µ
1 . One has
kµX
µ = kµ(1 +XG0)U
µ(XG0 + 1) + kµXG0g
µG0X
= (1 +XG0)
[
(Q̂iNf + Q̂
i
pif
)U − U(Q̂iNi + Q̂ipii)
]
(XG0 + 1)
+X
[
(Q̂iNf + Q̂
i
pif
)G0 −G0(Q̂iNi + Q̂ipii)
]
X
= (1 +XG0)(Q̂
i
Nf
+ Q̂ipif )X −X(Q̂iNi + Q̂ipii)(XG0 + 1)
−XG0(Q̂iNi + Q̂ipii)X +X(Q̂iNf + Q̂ipif )G0X
= (Q̂iNf + Q̂
i
pif
)X −X(Q̂iNi + Q̂ipii) , (72)
where the superscript i stands for “intermediary.” The result of kµG0g
µG0 was obtained
from Eq. (A22) of the Appendix. In the first term, we have assumed here that what we
want to prove holds true, so again we only show self-consistency. Note that the structure
of this result is exactly the same as (70), i.e., Xµ also satisfies a continuity equation of the
desired form. The final steps of the calculation of kµU
µ
1 proceed now exactly analogous to
(71) and we do not present the details here. The result is indeed
kµU
µ
1 = (Q̂Nf + Q̂pif )U1 − U1(Q̂Ni + Q̂pii) , (73)
as stipulated.
We refrain from continuing this any further and simply mention that any individual term
of the nonpolar driving term U of Eq. (28) will give rise to a current contribution satisfying
a continuity equation of the required structure. We conclude, therefore, that (70) is true —
i.e., is self-consistent with the general formalism developed here — and that the conjecture
of the preceding subsection was justified.
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C. Self-consistency of the Ward-Takahashi identities
The final step to come full circle now in our presentation is to show that the divergence
of the dressed nucleon current Jµ of Eq. (31) will give us back the Ward-Takahashi identity
(47b). Using the same commutator notation as in the previous step, we find for (31):
kµJ
µ = S−10 Q̂N − Q̂NS−10 +
(
Q̂N 〈F | − 〈F | Q̂i
)
G0 |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|G0
(
Q̂i |F 〉 − |F 〉 Q̂N
)
+ 〈Γ|
(
Q̂iG0 −G0Q̂i
)
|Γ〉+ 〈Γ|G0
(
Q̂iU − UQ̂i
)
G0 |Γ〉
=
(
S−10 − 〈Γ|G0 |F 〉
)
Q̂N − Q̂N
(
S−10 − 〈F |G0 |Γ〉
)
−〈F |G0Q̂i |Γ〉+ 〈Γ|G0Q̂i (|F 〉+ UG0 |Γ〉)
+ 〈Γ| Q̂iG0 |F 〉 − (〈Γ|G0U + 〈F |) Q̂iG0 |Γ〉
= S−1Q̂N − Q̂NS−1 (74)
which is exactly Eq. (68a). The charge operator Q̂i within the loop is the sum of the
corresponding pion and nucleon charge operators.
We thus have completed the proof of self-consistency of the present formalism.
V. THE CONTINUITY EQUATIONS FOR THE CONTACT TERM
Within the purely hadronic approach, i.e., without a detailed picture of the underlying
QCD reactions, all current mechanisms contributing to F µ must come from interactions
related to the three legs of the vertex since there is no “inside” for a bare vertex. If this
intuitive picture is to be correct one should be able to read this off the expressions for the
current F µ. To this end let us write (66) as∣∣∣F˜〉 = |Fpτ〉QN −QN |Fpτ〉 −Qpi |Fpτ〉
= (τQN −QNτ −Qpiτ) |Fp〉 (75)
which indeed is zero because of charge conservation at the bare vertex (the Q’s here have
no hats), i.e.,
(τQN −QNτ −Qpiτ)i = τi
e
2
(1 + τ3)− e
2
(1 + τ3)τi − eiεi3jτj = 0 ; (76)
in other words, we relate the validity of (66) to the most basic conservation law available
within the present context. Subtracting then (75) from both sides of Eq. (63), we are led to
define reaction changes for each leg of the bare vertex by
∆kRNi = (|F [q, p′, p+ k]〉 − |F [q, p′, p]〉) τQN , (77a)
∆kRNf = (|F [q, p′, p]〉 − |F [q, p′ − k, p]〉)QNτ , (77b)
∆kRpi = (|F [q, p′, p]〉 − |F [q − k, p′, p]〉)Qpiτ , (77c)
where the indices Ni and Nf denote the initial and final nucleons, respectively, and pi the
(final) pion. The notation chosen here for the vertex functions exhibits all hadronic momenta,
i.e.,
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F = F [qpi, pf , pi] , (78)
with pi, pf and qpi the initial and final nucleon and pion momenta, respectively, at the vertex
(which are not necessarily the corresponding momenta of the reaction). However, the choice
of brackets [...] rather than parentheses (...) signifies that only the two independent momenta
are active. The third is silent in the sense that the physically relevant vertex is given by a
ray on which the dependent momentum can take any value. For example, if we choose —
as we have done throughout this paper — the nucleon momenta as independent variables,
then
Fphysical ≡ F (pf , pi) = F [qpi, pf , pi] = F [q′pi, pf , pi] , (79)
irrespective of the value of qpi specified in F [qpi, pf , pi]; the physically relevant pion momen-
tum for the vertex is q = pi − pf . In other words, in writing down Eqs. (77), we do not
want to imply that F [q, p′, p] is an unphysical vertex here, which would violate momentum
conservation,
p+ k = p′ + q , (80)
in the pion production reaction.5 Wemerely want to leave the choice of independent variables
open. As a consequence, of course, once a choice has been made, one of the reaction changes
(77) becomes identically zero. For example, if the nucleon momenta are independent, then
F [q, p′, p]− F [q − k, p′, p] = F (p′, p)− F (p′, p) = 0 (81)
and hence
∆kRpi = 0 . (82)
However, as we shall see, the contributions from hadron legs for which ∆kR = 0 will enter
through another mechanism as a matter of course.
With these preliminaries and without loss of generality, we can now write the contact
term as a sum of three currents, one for each leg of the vertex, i.e.,∣∣∣F µp+k,p〉 = F µ(k; q, p′, p) = jµc,Ni(p+ k, p) + jµc,Nf (p′, p′ − k) + jµc,pi(q, q − k) , (83)
with each current satisfying a continuity equation,
kµj
µ
c,Ni
+∆kRNi = 0 , (84a)
kµj
µ
c,Nf
+∆kRNf = 0 , (84b)
kµj
µ
c,pi +∆kRpi = 0 . (84c)
5This is rather different from the treatment of Ohta [5], who requires unphysical values for vertex
functions to assure gauge invariance.
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In other words, the validity of (66) is being assured in terms of separate continuity equations
for the three legs of the vertex. At this stage, any choice of currents jµc which satisfy these
continuity equations will lead to a gauge-invariant pion photoproduction amplitude.
To see how this might work out in practice for pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings,
let us consider the vertex of Eq. (14) described in terms of nucleonic momenta p and p′.
Writing the coupling operator as
g0G5 = G5ps +G5pv
q/
2m
, (85)
where q is the appropriate pion momentum, we can treat both pseudoscalar (G5ps = g0γ5,
G5pv = 0) and pseudovector (G5pv = g0γ5, G5ps = 0) couplings at the same time. In view
of our choice of independent momenta, the pion contact current and its photonic reaction
change vanish identically, i.e., jµc,pi = 0 and ∆kRpi = 0. For the initial nucleon we have
∆kRNi = [F (p
′, p+ k)− F (p′, p)] τQN
=
[(
G5ps +G5pv
p/+ k/− p/′
2m
)
f(p′, p+ k)−
(
G5ps +G5pv
p/− p/′
2m
)
f(p′, p)
]
τQN
=
(
G˜5 [f(p
′, p+ k)− f(p′, p)] +G5pv k/
2m
f(p′, p+ k)
)
τQN
= kµ
[
G˜5
nµi
ni · k [f(p
′, p+ k)− f(p′, p)] +G5pv γ
µ
2m
f(p′, p+ k)
]
τQN , (86)
where
G˜5 = G5ps +G5pv
p/− p/′
2m
, (87)
and, in the last step, we have introduced an arbitrary four-vector nµi in order to be able to
pull out an overall factor of kµ. This procedure is well-defined since f(p
′, p + k) − f(p′, p)
compensates the singularity which would otherwise occur for vanishing photon momentum.
The most straightforward choice for nµi is
nµi = (2p+ k)
µ (88)
since p and k are the only available four-vectors and nµi it is the well-known current operator
of a scalar particle with momentum p. The appropriateness of this choice is reinforced by
noting that
nµi
ni · k =
1
2p · k + k2 (2p+ k)
µ =
1
(p+ k)2 − p2 (2p+ k)
µ , (89)
which is the dynamical picture of a scalar-particle electromagnetic vertex and a subsequent
scalar propagation with momentum p + k and dynamical “squared mass” p2 that indeed
becomes m2 when the external nucleon is on-shell
The minimal choice for jµc,Ni suggested by these considerations, therefore, is simply
jµc,Ni(p+ k, p) = −
(
G˜5
nµi
ni · k [f(p
′, p+ k)− f(p′, p)] +G5pv γ
µ
2m
f(p′, p+ k)
)
τQN . (90)
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Similarly, for jµc,Nf one finds
jµc,Nf (p
′, p′ − k) = −
(
G˜5
nµf
nf · k [f(p
′, p)− f(p′ − k, p)] +G5pv γ
µ
2m
f(p′ − k, p)
)
QNτ , (91)
with
nµf = (2p
′ − k)µ (92)
being the appropriate scalar operator.
When adding up the various contributions to obtain the contact current, one has
F µ(k; p′, p) = −
[
G˜5
nµi
ni · k [f(p
′, p+ k)− f(p′, p)] +G5pv γ
µ
2m
f(p′, p+ k)
]
τQN
−
[
G˜5
nµf
nf · k [f(p
′, p)− f(p′ − k, p)]−G5pv γ
µ
2m
f(p′ − k, p)
]
QNτ (93a)
= −G5pv γ
µ
2m
[τQN f(p
′, p+ k)−QNτ f(p′ − k, p)]
−G˜5
[
f(p′, p+ k) n̂µi − n̂µf f(p′ − k, p)− p̂iµ f(p′, p)
]
. (93b)
The first part of these expressions for F µ, Eq. (93a), is actually to be used in practical
calculations — since it is explicitly free of any singularities at k = 0. The second part, Eq.
(93b), was written merely to exhibit the general structure of the result. It shows that, apart
from the spin-1/2 γµ nucleon pieces arising only in the pseudovector case, one has three
scalar contributions — one for each leg, where the corresponding bare cutoff function f is
multiplied by one of the following operators:
n̂µi =
nµi
ni · k τQN =
τQN
(p+ k)2 − p2 (2p+ k)
µ , (94a)
n̂µf =
nµf
nf · k QNτ = (2p
′ − k)µ QNτ
(p′ − k)2 − p′2 , (94b)
p̂iµ =
nµi
ni · k τQN −
nµf
nf · k QNτ . (94c)
Whereas the isospin description of the nucleons is static here, the last operator, p̂iµ, corre-
sponds to a dynamic treatment in the sense that the pion’s isospin is obtained directly only
upon taking the divergence, i.e.,
kµp̂i
µ = τQN −QNτ = Qpiτ . (95)
The reason for this is our present choice of taking both nucleon variables as independent. If
we had chosen a nucleon and a pion momentum as independent, then the isospin descriptions
of the pion would be analogous to the nucleons’ now and the isospin of the corresponding
other nucleon would change in analogy to Eq. (94c).
The result we have obtained here for the bare contact current F µ certainly is not the
most general form one can write down. One can add arbitrary transverse pieces to the
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current (93) without affecting any of the gauge-invariance results. However, we would like
to submit that it is the simplest, non-trivial form that satisfies the requirement of continuity
equations that seems to govern every aspect of γpiN physics. Moreover, since there does
not yet exist a detailed derivation of the bare hadron vertex from QCD, there is actually no
dynamical basis for going beyond the form proposed here.
The present expressions are reminiscent of Ohta’s [5] results for extended nucleons ob-
tained by minimal substitution and analytic continuation (see also [9]). They are different,
however, in two important aspects. Since we formulate a vertex with arbitrary momenta not
constrained by momentum conservation in terms of rays rather than analytic continuation,
we do not require the cutoff function at unphysical values in the expressions for the current,
which considerably simplifies practical applications. Furthermore, with our choice of inde-
pendent momenta, an explicit pion term is absent; rather, the pion’s isospin is described
entirely in terms of nucleonic degrees of freedom. Overall, as shown by the form (93b) of the
contact current, with the operators defined as in (94), this has the advantage that one has
a rather clear interpretation of the underlying dynamical picture, with just one formfactor
per leg, with the appropriate momentum-conserving variable dependence.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have presented here a complete and consistent description of the interactions of
pions, nucleons, and photons. It should be pointed out here that the basic structure of
the internal dynamical mechanisms for the pion photoproduction amplitude obtained in
Sec. III is the same as the one presented in the work of van Antwerpen and Afnan [8]
(who used a different method of derivation). As far as the final results are concerned, the
main difference is that these authors employ an expansion in terms of the irreducibility of
the contributing mechanisms which seeks to avoid nonlinearities in the final equations (see
remarks before Eq. (3.30) of [8]) whereas we consider these nonlinearities an essential and
unavoidable consequence of the nature of the piN and γpiN systems. At the same time,
however, the high degree of nonlinearity of our equations presents the greatest practical
obstacle to a numerical solution. The nonlinearities occur at two stages. First, at the purely
hadronic level, in the way the full solution X couples back into the driving terms U , as
described in Sec. II. Given the degree of sophistication one wishes to achieve, there exist a
number of obvious and straightforward ways to approximate the hadronic driving term U
to render the equations manageable from a practical point of view. Since this is not our
main concern, we will not enter a discussion here how this can be done in detail. The second
stage at which nonlinearities come to bear is at the level of the electromagnetic interaction
where the various pieces of the current exhibit a high degree of nonlinear interdependence,
as described in Sec. III. Again, in practical calculations, one presumably needs to resort
to some approximations which — at least partially — linearize the problem. The guiding
principle for such approximations must be gauge invariance. In other words, acceptable
approximations of the currents should at the very least maintain gauge invariance.
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A. Approximating currents
The considerations of the preceding two Secs. IV and V show that the gauge invariance
of all physical currents hinges on only one aspect of the formalism. All current contributions
resulting from the photon entering the interior of the hadronic interaction region — be
it propagators, vertices or other transition elements — must satisfy continuity equations
analogous to those for the vertex current Γµ, the exchange current Uµ, or the bare current
F µ. In general, for every hadronic reaction mechanism described by an operator R, with an
associated interaction current
Rµ = −{R}µ , (96)
the quantity
R˜ = kµR
µ +R Q̂i − Q̂fR = 0 (97)
must vanish [cf. Fig. 8]. Here,
Q̂f =
∑
xf
Q̂xf (98)
and
Q̂i =
∑
xi
Q̂xi (99)
are the respective total charge operators for the final and initial channels of the reaction,
obtained by summing over the individual charge operators of all outgoing or incoming legs.
We recall that the operator Q̂x adds a photon momentum k to particle x; with all external
momenta given, all momentum variables of R are therefore unambiguously defined in Eq.
(97). Note that Eq. (97) subsumes all continuity equations considered so far, including the
Ward-Takahashi identities [cf. (47)].
Following the procedure of the last Section V concerning the bare current, we may cast
the condition that R˜ vanish in the form
R˜ = RP Qi −QfRP = 0 , (100)
which is simply charge conservation. Note that the Q’s here have no hat, and P is the total
momentum available for this reaction mechanism. Without loss of generality, therefore, we
may rewrite (97) as
kµR
µ + (R Q̂i −RP Qi) + (QfRP − Q̂fR) = 0 . (101)
For the purpose of gauge invariance, it suffices now to approximate the full current Rµ by
Rµ → Rµapprox =
∑
xf
jµc,xf +
∑
xi
jµc,xi , (102)
where each “surface” current jµc,x satisfies an individual continuity equation,
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kµj
µ
c,xf
+QxfRP − Q̂xfR = 0 , (103a)
kµj
µ
c,xi
+R Q̂xi −RP Qxi = 0 , (103b)
which pertains only to a single charged leg of the reaction.
Let us illustrate this procedure for the exchange current Uµ of Sec. IV.B. One readily
finds that the continuity equations for the individual currents jµc for each of the four legs of
the driving term U for piN → piN are given by
kµj
µ
c,Nf
+QNf [UP (p
′, p)− UP (p′ − k, p)] = 0 , (104a)
kµj
µ
c,pif
+Qpif [UP (p
′, p)− UP (p′, p)] = 0 , (104b)
kµj
µ
c,Ni
+ [UP+k(p
′, p+ k)− UP (p′, p)]QNi = 0 , (104c)
kµj
µ
c,pii
+ [UP+k(p
′, p)− UP (p′, p)]Qpii = 0 . (104d)
The independent momentum variables appearing here as arguments of U are those of the
nucleons and the subscript P , or P + k, denotes the total momentum available for the
hadronic transition U ; one has
P + k = p+ qpii + k = p
′ + qpif , (105)
where the qpi’s are the (suppressed) dependent pion momenta of the exchange current
UµP+k,P (k; p
′, p). Again, as with the bare current in Sec. V, we find that choosing the nucleon
momenta and the total momentum as independent makes one of the pion-leg currents vanish,
namely (104b). Following the exact same procedure of Sec. V, we can therefore approximate
Uµ by the sum of four contact currents, one for each incoming and outgoing leg,
Uµ → Uµapprox = jµc,Nf + jµc,pif + jµc,Ni + jµc,pii , (106)
with
jµc,Nf = −
(2p′ − k)µQNf
(2p′ − k) · k [UP (p
′, p)− UP (p′ − k, p)] , (107a)
jµc,pif = 0 , (107b)
jµc,Ni = − [UP+k(p′, p+ k)− UP (p′, p)]
QNi (2p+ k)
µ
(2p+ k) · k , (107c)
jµc,pii = − [UP+k(p′, p)− UP (p′, p)]
Qpii (2P − 2p+ k)µ
(2P − 2p+ k) · k . (107d)
This result assumes a pseudoscalar piN coupling; for pseudovector coupling, one might have
additional terms involving γµ, similar to the findings of Sec. V. Note also that in the sum
(106), we can rearrange the terms such that the three contributions containing UP (p
′, p)
provide a dynamic description of the isospin of the final pion whose surface current jµc,pif
(107b) vanishes here due to our choice of independent variables. The considerations for the
bare current of the preceding Sec. V regarding a dynamic isospin description for the pion
thus carry over to the outgoing pion leg of the exchange current in complete analogy.
The single-particle surface currents (107) are sufficient to provide the same gauge con-
dition as the exact exchange current Uµ,
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kµU
µ = kµU
µ
approx . (108)
and thus allow one to preserve gauge invariance without having to take into account any of
the complex mechanisms contributing to Uµ. One could, of course, go to a more sophisticated
(and more complicated) level of approximation if, instead of for Uµ directly, one employed
similar surface current approximations for the current ingredients that contribute to Uµ [cf.
Eqs. (38)-(40)]. In other words, depending on the hierarchical level of the reaction mechanism
at which one employs the approximation scheme presented here, one has complete control
over the degree of sophistication without ever sacrificing gauge invariance.
B. Summary
Despite the fact that the nonlinear formalism presented here is extremely complex in
its full implementation, it is quite simple as far as its general structure is concerned. As
we hope to have made clear, it lends itself immediately to approximations which can be as
cursorily or as detailed as desired. Following the general procedure outlined above, gauge
invariance is never at issue, since the exact gauge condition can always be turned into
a set of single-particle “surface” continuity equations for all charged particles entering or
leaving the interaction region. It is obvious that this will remain true even if applied to
other mechanisms, for example, eta photoproduction, since they can be treated in complete
analogy to the present formalism.
Furthermore, it is equally obvious that the present photoproduction formalism also car-
ries over to larger hadronic systems since formally every many-body (or even infinite-body)
problem can be turned into an effective scattering problem similar in structure to Fig. 1(c)
with all complicated subsystem reaction mechanisms subsumed into a driving term not un-
like the structure found for U here (see Fig. 2) [18]. The gauge conditions for this larger
hadronic system, therefore, look similar to what we have found here for piN , and the same
type of approximations will allow one to preserve gauge invariance.
In summary, the formalism developed here provides not only a detailed dynamical picture
of all contributing reaction mechanisms but at the same time suggests a consistent approxi-
mation scheme that allows one to ensure the gauge invariance of the final result. At whatever
level of the reaction dynamics one chooses to employ this scheme, the required pieces involve
only purely hadronic contributions, with the photon’s effect on the system being described
simply by the change brought about in the hadronic reaction by feeding an extra photon
momentum through the interaction region but otherwise leaving the hadronic mechanisms
undisturbed. This provides an intuitively appealing and practically easily manageable way
of maintaining gauge invariance for all interactions of photons with hadrons.
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APPENDIX: GAUGE DERIVATIVE AND CURRENTS DEFINED
The connected part of the n-point Green’s function of a hadronic transition described by
an amplitude TP , with m incoming and n−m outgoing hadrons is given schematically as
GT = [tf1tf2 ...tfn−m ]P TP [ti1ti2 ...tim ]P , (A1)
where [ti1ti2 ...tim ]P and [tf1tf2 ...tfn−m ]P are the products of propagators of all initial and final
hadron legs, respectively, of the process; the index P signifies the total momentum. Gauging
the momenta appearing in GT according to the minimal-substitution rule,
pµ → pµ −QAµ , (A2)
the resulting Green’s function, denoted symbolically by GT,A, to first order in the electro-
magnetic field Aµ, becomes6
GT,A → GT + [tf1tf2 ...tfn−m ]P+kMµTP+k,P [ti1ti2 ...tim ]P Aµ , (A3)
where k is the momentum of the photon, andMµTP+k,P the electromagnetic current associated
with the hadronic transition TP . This result amounts to defining the current as
MµTP+k,P = [tf1tf2...tfn−m ]
−1
P+k
[
δ
δAµ
GT,A
]
Aµ=0
[ti1ti2 ...tim ]
−1
P . (A4)
In other words, currents are described by a Lehmann–Symanzik–Zimmermann-type reduc-
tion procedure [15,19].
We would like to introduce an operation which achieves the same result yet is very simple
to use. Replacing the functional derivative in (A4) by[
δ
δAµ
GT,A
]
Aµ=0
→ −{GT }µ , (A5)
i.e.,
MµTP+k,P = −[tf1tf2 ...tfn−m ]−1P+k
{
[tf1tf2 ...tfn−m ]P TP [ti1ti2 ...tim ]P
}µ
[ti1ti2 ...tim ]
−1
P , (A6)
we introduce an operation which we call a “gauge derivative,” denoted by the symbol {...}µ.
It acts on the total-momentum operator of the particular subsystem to which the photon
attaches itself and is defined by the following rules.
Rule 0: {...}µ is a linear operation, i.e., with α, β being numbers,
{αA+ βB}µ = α{A}µ + β{B}µ , (A7)
and its action on a constant produces a zero,
6This is merely a sketch of the procedure and of course not to be taken as a rigorous derivation.
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{const}µ = 0 (A8)
(because such an entity cannot absorb the photon’s momentum).
Rule 1: The action on a momentum component pν produces the charge operator Q for
the particle or system carrying momentum p multiplied by the metric tensor,
{pν}µ = Qgµν . (A9)
The origin of this rule is the functional derivative of the minimal substitution (A2), i.e.,
{pν}µ ≡ − δ
δAµ
(pν −QAν) = Qgµν , (A10)
which is the reason for calling {...}µ a gauge derivative. (Note that this is the only place
where the particular nature of the electromagnetic field enters the rules. Other types of
gauge fields would produce a different result here.)
Rule 2: Any momentum-conserving delta function valid for all parts within the gauge-
derivative braces {...}µ must be taken outside the braces and replaced by one where the
total initial momentum p is shifted by the photon momentum k, i.e.,
{δ(p′ − p)B(p′)A(p)}µ = δ(p′ − p− k){B(p′)A(p)}µ . (A11)
In many instances, there will only be an implicit delta function because all terms are already
written taking into account momentum conservation. For such cases, the result must be
taken to have an overall implicit delta function with shifted momenta. (Formally, however,
one is on safer grounds if one writes out all delta functions explicitly and then removes them
after having taken the gauge derivatives.)
Rule 3:
{B(p)A(p)}µ = B(p+ k){A(p)}µ + {B(p)}µA(p) . (A12)
The physical background for this rule is that if the photon attaches itself to a process de-
scribed by two successive hadronic subprocesses A and B depending on the same (conserved)
total four-momentum p, one can break up the description by attaching it first to subprocess
A and then to B. In the first case, however, the total four-momentum available for process
B has changed by the momentum k of the photon. Note that this is an example where there
is an implicit delta function relating the momentum arguments of B and A.
Rule 4: If there is a branch in a hadronic reaction where schematically
A(p) → B(p′) + C(q) ,
with p = p′ + q and Γ(q, p′, p) describing the transition, this rule states that
{B(p′)C(q)Γ(q, p′, p)δ0A(p)}µ = δk{B(p′)C(q)Γ(q, p′, p)A(p)}µ
= δkB(p
′)C(q)Γ(q, p′, p+ k){A(p)}µ
+δkB(p
′)C(q){Γ(q, p′, p)}µA(p)
+δkB(p
′){C(q − k)}µΓ(q − k, p′, p)A(p)
+δk{B(p′ − k)}µC(q)Γ(q, p′ − k, p)A(p) , (A13)
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where δ0 = δ(p − p′ − q) and δk = δ(p + k − p′ − q) abbreviate the delta functions. The
branching occurs in the last two terms where in the first the C-branch is gauged and in
the second the B-branch. This rule follows from momentum conservation at the vertex
Γ(q, p′, p) and from the fact that the external momenta are fixed already; it takes care also
of loop processes A → B + C → D. Note that B(p′) and C(q) are independent reaction
mechanisms after the branching, tied together only by momentum conservation; in other
words, they correspond to a convolution B ◦ C similar to G0 = S ◦∆ of Eq. (17).
Having established the rules, the current Jµ for a nucleon is given via gauging the
nucleon propagator S (which is the appropriate two-point Green’s function for this case)
and amputating the propagators of external legs according to (A6), i.e.,
Jµ(p+ k, p) = −S−1(p+ k){S(p)}µS−1(p) . (A14)
Because of {SS−1}µ = {1}µ = 0 and Rule 3, we have
Jµ(p+ k, p) = {S−1(p)}µ (A15)
as the general definition of the nucleon current operator. Similarly for the pion,
Jµpi (q + k, q) = {∆−1(q)}µ . (A16)
For the example of bare propagators, one then reproduces the expected results for both the
nucleon and the pion, i.e.,
Jµ0 (p+ k, p) = {S−10 (p)}µ
= {p/−m}µ
= {p/}µ
= (p + k)ν{γν}µ + {pν}µ γν
= QN γ
µ , (A17)
and
Jµpi0(q + k, q) = {∆−10 (q)}µ
= {q2 −m2pi}µ
= {q2}µ
= (q + k)ν{qν}µ + {qν}µqν
= Qpi(2q + k)
µ ; (A18)
QN and Qpi are the respective charge operators.
For the pion-production currentMµ for a nucleon with momentum p going into a nucleon
and a pion with total momentum p + k upon absorbing a photon with momentum k, the
definition (A6) then yields
Mµ(p+ k, p) = −G−10 (p+ k) {G0(p)Γ(p)S(p)}µ S−1(p) , (A19)
where the quantity in the gauge-derivative braces is the three-point Green’s function for
N → N + pi, with Γ being the dressed vertex of Eq. (26). We have exhibited here only the
total momentum of the system; the details are to be found in Sec. III.
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This completes the definitions of the gauge derivative and the currents. Let us add a
note of caution here. The gauge derivative is based on the assumption that the quantities
it acts on are physically meaningful in the sense that they can be broken down into their
reaction-dynamical content. Its application, therefore, does not seem to be warranted when
this is no longer possible. An example of this is the application to the bare vertex F of Eq.
(14),
F µ(k; p′, p) = −{F (p′, p)}µ . (A20)
Since F (p′, p) is an (at this stage largely ambiguous) parametrization of the unsolved un-
derlying QCD dynamics, it is in our opinion not very meaningful to apply the procedure to
the functional form of F (p′, p). This is quite different from the corresponding quantity of
the dressed vertex [cf. Eq. (32) and Fig. 5],
Γµ(k; p′, p) = −{Γ(p′, p)}µ , (A21)
which is based on the detailed dynamical picture developed here.
Finally, since it is required in Secs. III and IV, let us look at letting {...}µ act on the piN
propagator G0 = ∆ ◦ S,
− {G0(p+ q)}µ = −{∆(q)}µ ◦ S(p)−∆(q) ◦ {S(p)}µ
=
[
∆(q + k){∆−1(q)}µ∆(q)
]
◦ S(p) +
[
S(p+ k){S−1(p)}µS(p)
]
◦∆(q)
= [∆ (q + k)Jµpi (q + k, q)∆(q)] ◦ S(p) + [S(p+ k) Jµ(p+ k, p)S(p)] ◦∆(q)
= G0(p+ q + k)g
µ(k; p, q)G0(p + q) , (A22)
where p+ q and p+ q + k are the total initial and final hadronic four-momenta; G0g
µG0 in
the last step is only a convenient short-hand notation defined by the preceding expression.
If one removes the left-hand side G0 from G0g
µG0
gµ(k; p, q)G0(p+ q) = [J
µ
pi (q + k, q)∆(q)] ◦ 1N + [Jµ(p+ k, p)S(p)] ◦ 1pi , (A23)
with 1N and 1pi denoting momentum conservation for the respective particles, and hence
gµ(k; p, q) = Jµpi (q + k, q) ◦ S−1(p) + Jµ(p+ k, p) ◦∆−1(q) . (A24)
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